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DYNSTOC for simulating large-scale rule-based models. 
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Short Abstract — Interactions of molecules, such as signaling proteins, with multiple binding sites and/or multiple sites of post-translational covalent modification can be modeled using reaction rules.  Rules comprehensively but implicitly define the individual chemical species and reactions that molecular interactions can potentially generate.  Although rules can be automatically processed to define a biochemical reaction network, the network implied by a set of rules is often too large to generate completely or to simulate using conventional procedures.  To address this problem, we present DYNSTOC, a general-purpose tool for simulating large-scale rule-based models
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O
I. Purpose

ne difficulty in producing comprehensive, quantitative and predictive models of a cell signaling pathway is that the potential for multisite protein modification can give rise to combinatorial complexity, an enormous number of potential species in a signaling network. As a modeler considers more proteins and protein sites, the number of potential protein complexes and combinations of modifications tends to increase exponentially. Even a relatively simple model can generate trillions of unique chemical species. This combinatorial potential of proteins and protein-protein interactions has posed a barrier to the development of mechanistic comprehensive models as the large number of non-isomorphic states overloads conventional methods for modeling dynamic systems that originated in physics.

II. Features

To address the problem of simulating models defined by rules that imply large-scale chemical reaction networks we have generalized the null-event, agent-based STOCHSIM stochastic simulation method [1] and implemented this algorithm in software we have called DYNSTOC [2]. The simulation method in DYNSTOC does not require that a reaction network be specified explicitly in advance but rather takes advantage of the availability of the reaction rules in a rule-based specification of a network to determine if a randomly selected set of molecular components participates in a reaction during a time step. Simulation with DYNSTOC requires specification of BNGL-encoded reaction rules, but there is no requirement for an a priori specification of the individual reactions implied by rules. Reaction network generation is avoided. The significance of this method is that the cost of simulation is independent of the number of reactions implied by a set of rules, which is generally extraordinarily large, a significant barrier to simulation using conventional procedures, such as Gillespie’s method [3] or numerical integration of differential equations, which have a computational cost that depends on the number of reactions that are possible in a system. 
III. Conclusion

With our software implementation of this new method [2] it is now possible to contemplate building and analyzing rule-based models for a significant fraction of the protein interactions that comprise a cancer pathway or a collection of interconnected pathways with incorporation of site-specific details of the interactions.  We are in the process of constructing mechanistic models to describe signaling through TGF-b and EGF receptors as well as the cell cycle. We believe modeling at this level of detail will be important for understanding cancer pathways, because these pathways are affected by mutations of protein sites that subtly alter protein function. 
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